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ABSTRACT

RNA polymerase (nucleoside triphosphate : RNA nucleotidyl trans-

ferase, EC 2.7.7.6) in Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli is a

multi-subunit enzyme which is of central importance in the regulation of

bacterial growth. In Bacillus subtilis and E. coli RNA polymerase is

found in two forms:the holoenzyme which is composed of four subunits

(i.e. a, 8, 0', a), and core enzyme-holoenzyme lacking the a-subunit.

The core enzyme can be converted to the holoenzyme by association with

the a-subunit. RNA polymerase holoenzyme initiates selective tran-

scription by forming stable binary complexes that are able to bind

substrate and thus initiate RNA chain growth. Hence, the control of

RNA polymerase synthesis is important since changes in the cellular

concentration of RNA polymerase ultimately affect the steady-state

rate of growth. Until this study very little information was



available concerning the regulation and assembly of RNA polymerase

in Bacillus subtilis.

The biosynthesis of RNA polymerase was determined by fractionation

of immunoprecipitated subunits of RNA polymerase on SDS-polyacrylamide

gels. Determinations of subunit molar ratios, as well as differential

rates of synthesis under a variety of conditions were corrected for

recovery from gels based on
35
S-labeled column purified RNA polymerase.

We find the synthesis of a constant molar ratio for a:$:$':a of

1:1:1:0.72 exists under steady-state growth. Moreover, the subunit

molar ratios for the continuously labeled
35
S-RNA polymerase were found

to be 2:1:1:0.72. We have attributed these differences to an unas-

sembled pool of the a-subunit since in long term chase experiments a

molar stoichiometry of 2:1:1:0.72 for a:a:a':a can be achieved.

The addition of the transcription initiation inhibitor, rifampicin

(10 lig/m1) was found to elicit a rapid and precipitous reduction in the

synthesis of the core enzyme, while the a-subunit was only mildly

affected. By long term labelling experiments as well as experiments

employing the transcription elongation inhibitor, streptolydigin, a

differential rate of a and a'-subunit synthesis, and not of its

degradation has been confirmed. Unlike E. coli in which partially

restrictive levels of rifampicin elicit a transient stimulation in

the synthesis of a and a', no such stimulation has been observed in

Bacillus subtilis.

Addition of hydroxyurea to steady-state cultures reduces DNA

synthesis by greater than 96%. However, synthesis of the a and a'



subunits were found to continue at nearly unaltered rates. We conclude

therefore, that continuous expression of the rpoBC genes, as indirectly

judged by their biosynthetic rates, is not dependent on de-novo synthesis

of DNA.

A nearly immediate reduction in the biosynthetic levels of the a and

B' subunits were observed during the early stages of sporulation (i.e To-

T
2.5

).

Induction of the stringent response in re1A+ strains of Bacillus

subtilis, induced by amino acid limitation, was found to stimulate the

differential rate of synthesis (and assembly) of the a- and a-subunits,

while concomittantly effecting an immediate reduction in the biosynthetic

rate of the a/- subunits. The observed stimulation in the rate of a and

a-subunit synthesis was found to coincide with the transient accumulation

of (p)ppGpp. A general depression in subunit synthesis accompanied by

the lack of (p)ppGpp stimulation has been observed in the re1A strain

under amino acid limitation. 0-methylthreonine induced synthesis of

(p)ppGpp in the relA+ strain was found not to stimulate synthesis of RNA

polymerase subunits, while re1A strains exhibited a general depression

in synthesis of all subunits.

Imposed carbon source shift up of Bacillus subtilis was found to

result in the immediate stimulation of the aa'-subunits, while synthesis

of the a-subunit exhibited little change during shift up. Carbon source

down shift experiments resulted in the coordinate depression in synthesis

of the components of the core enzyme.

The regulation of RNA polymerase synthesis, as well as the

organization and control of the promoter(s) associated with the RNA

polymerase genes are discussed.
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The RNA polymerase of Bacillus subtilis:Regulation, assembly, and

relative rates of subunit biosynthesis

I. Preface

The bacterial DNA-dependent RNA polymerases are multi-subunit

enzymes which are responsible for the transcription of genetic material.

In-vivo, the holoenzyne form of the enzyme catalyzes selective tran-

scription by interacting within the "Pribnow box" (36) region on major

promoter containing templates. Actual synthesis of RNA initiates with

the 5'-terminus (29) usually through the coupling of a purine nucleo-

tide to a second ribonucleoside triphosphate. Elongation of the

nascent RNA chain proceeds by the addition of nucleoside monophosphate

residues to the 3'-OH termini. In the presence of the appropriate

enzyme associated termination factors and/or sequences (21,42). The

newly synthesized polyribonucleotide chain is terminated, and sub-

sequently released along with the RNA polymerase from the template.

The RNA polymerase in Escherichia coli, as well as Bacillus

subtilis, consist of four major subunits, a, 8, 8' and a (4,48). The

a, 8, and 8' complex, which constitute the core enzyme, is capable of

polymerizing ribonucleoside triphosphates into RNA, but is unable to

locate specific promoter sites on DNA templates (3,5,44,46). The

holoenzyme, which is formed after association of the sigma subunit

with the core enzyme, is capable of forming the highly stable RNA

polymerase-promoter complexes (7). Thus, the sigma subunit although

not an essential component of RNA polymerase, is related to promoter-

specific initiation. Hence, by effecting significant conformational
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changes in the RNA polymerase the a subunit may convert the enzyme from

a transcription state to the selection-initiation state (6,18).

The structural genes encoding the 6, 6', a, and a subunits,

designated rpoB, C, D, and A respectively, have been mapped in E. coli

at 88.5 minutes for rpoBC (36), 72 minutes for rpoA (25), and 66

minutes for rpoD (14,33). In E. coli rpoB and C lie on a single tran-

scription unit. Clustered upstream from the rpoBC operon are the ribo-

somal proteins L7/L12, L10, Ll, and L11. A major promoter controlling

synthesis of the rpoBC operon and L7/L12 has been located (47). In

addition, minor promoters located between rpl L, encoding the L7/L12

protein, and rpoB as well as between rpoB and rpoC have been

postulated (42). Physical mapping data with A transducing phages have

also demonstrated more than 30 ribosomal proteins, rRNA, tRNA, EF-G,

EF-Tu to reside adjacent to rpoA (35). The organization of genes ad-

jacent to rpoD has not been clearly defined. However Rowen and

Kornberg (38) have demonstrated greater than 80% cotransduction between

rpoD and DNA G coding for a primase involved in the synthesis of primer

RNA at DNA replication forks. Thus raising the possibility that rpoD

and DNA G may lie on the same transcription unit. In Bacillus

subtilis at least 21 ribosomal protein genes are also found clustered

around the rpoBC genes (19). Thus, the biosynthesis of the RNA

polymerase subunits is clearly related to the synthesis of ribosomal

proteins, and related protein elongation factor genes.

The in-vitro assembly, and probably the in-vivo assembly pathway

of the E. coli RNA polymerase, proceeds by an initial dimerization of
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a subunits before its subsequent association with the 8 subunit (39).

The a
2
8 complex thus formed will subsequently associate with free

8' subunits to form the highly structured inactive premature core enzyme

(a
2
88') (10,13). Activation of the premature core enzyme can be

demonstrated by several methods: (a) reconstitution of the enzyme,

after denaturation in 6.5 M guanidine hydrochloride, in the presence

of both the a subunit and DNA (13), and (b) exposure to high

temperature as well as high concentrations of KC1 and glycerol (39).

Thus, the denatured and dissociated core enzyme appears to be capable of

refolding, under the proper conditions of salt and glycerol or exo-

genously added c subunit, into an active enzyme structure.

In-vivo, Saitoh and Ishihama (39) have demonstrated intermediates

of E. coli RNA polymerase formation by analysis of [
3
H] leucine pulse-

labeled subunit proteins fractionated by glycerol gradient centrifuga-

tion. Two intermediate structures of havehave been identified with

sedimentation coefficients of 4 A, 5S and 8 A, 9S respectively. Ap-

proximately 80% of newly synthesized a subunits, remains in the 4 A,

5S (unassembled a) peak after antibody precipitation of the holo-

enzyme from crude cell lysates before glycerol gradient centrifugations.

Independent measurements of the intracellular pool size suggest that

between 2-3:1:1 and 5-6:1:1 of a:8:8' are synthesized (10,23). Thus,

the supply of large subunits of RNA polymerase, or at least subunit

8, may be the limiting factor in the assembly of the core and possibly

the holoenzyme.
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The control of synthesis of RNA polymerase in E. coli is sensi-

tive to the effects of gene dosage, as well as changes in growth rates,

and certain antibiotics which effect transcription initiation. Analysis

of intracellular amounts of individual subunits, after their precipita-

tion from cell lysates with anti-holoenzyme, have demonstrated that a,

and 6' subunits are produced coordinately during steady-state growth

between 0.22 and 1.87 generations/hour. Moreover, these proteins

appear to be as metabolically stable as the bulk of proteins. In con-

trast, however, the a subunit is unaffected by the growth rate, and

relative to the core enzyme is found in approximately one-third male

equivalent (23). During nutritional shift-up experiments a rapid rise

in the differential rates of a, f3, and S' synthesis leading to an over-

all increase in the core polymerase concentration has been observed.

Upon nutritional shiftdown the rate of synthesis of the core subunits

decreases rapidly, and then regains the rate characteristic of the post-

shift medium (24). In contrast to the rate of synthesis of the

subunit observed under various growth rates, no such adjustment has

been observed in its synthesis during nutritional shift-up experiments

while a considerable decrease was observed during the shift-down.

Similar adjustments in the intracellular level of RNA polymerase have

also been observed during temperature shifts (31).

The lack of gene dosage effects demonstrated during: (a) in-

duction of the 'X rif
d 18 defective transducing phage which carries

an intact rpoBC operon (26); (b) analysis of subunit biosynthesis in
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cells which are merodiploid for rpoBC (17); and (c) the doubling of

the rpoBC genes during normal chromosome replication (30) suggests that

synthesis of the individual subunits may be autogenously regulated,

either at the transcriptional level or by regulating the level of

functional RNA polymerase.

The transcription initiation inhibitor, rifampicin which binds to

the second largest and largest subunit of RNA polymerase in E. coli

and B. subtilis respectively (12,37), has been used in E. coli to

determine what effect lowering the level of functional RNA polymerase

has on the regulation of its own synthesis. In cells which are

merodiploid (i.e. rifr/rifs) and thus synthesize both rif-resistant

and rif-sensitive forms of RNA polymerase, the addition of rifampicin

leads to a 2-3 fold increase in the rate of 6 and synthesis (15).

In addition, haploid drug sensitive, and cells merodiploid for all the

RNA polymerase subunits have also been found to increase transiently

upon rifampicin addition (16,32). However, the addition of the tran-

scription elongation inhibitor, streptolydigin, to cells which are

haploid or merodiploid for rpoBC,, A, or D does not lead to the stimula-

tion in synthesis of any RNA polymerase subunits (32). These results

suggest rifampicin may have a specific effect on RNA polymerase rather

than simply inactivating the enzyme. The simplest explanation which has

been advanced to explain these results is the so-called theory of auto-

genous regulation. Scaife (40), has proposed that the regulatory factor

may be an oligomer containing at least the RNA polymerase core subunits.

However, it is still very possible that other small effector molecules
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may act independently, or in association with one or more of the core

subunits, in regulating the expression of the rvo genes. In E. coli,

a proposed site for autogenous regulation (repression) has been

localized, at least in part in the a subunits. This suggestion is based

partly on the observation that the in-vitro synthesis of the a subunit,

from the X drif-6 phage which carries only the wild type rpoB gene

(21), is inhibited by addition of exogenously added RNA polymerase or

a
2
8 complex (11). Thus, Yura and Ishihama (48) have assumed two

functional sites exist on the 8 subunit; one site being concerned with

repression, while a second site may be associated with catalysis of RNA

synthesis. Hence, when rifampicin binds to the 8 subunit it may

sterically hinder the regulatory molecule(s) from binding to its

repression control site. Streptolydigin, on the other hand, may not

stimulate synthesis of RNA due to its possible binding to the catalytic

site on the 8-subunit of E. coli. Although the theory of autogenous

regulation may be the simplest mechanism to explain the synthesis of

8 and 8', under the above conditions, it should not be assumed to be

the sole regulatory mechanism for the control of RNA polymerase bio-

synthesis. Positive control mechanisms have similarly been proposed

based on: (a) the absolute requirement for protein synthesis for in-

duction of the rpoBC operon by rifampicin (44); and (b) under

restrictive conditions,- a reduced rate of core subunit synthesis is

observed with amber mutations mapping outside the rpo genes (31).

Additional regulation may be achieved by a separate repressor gene as

has been proposed by Bass (2). In this model, the RNA polymerase may

have a greater affinity for its own promoters than for the promoters
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of the repressor. However, high concentrations of RNA polymerase may

force transcription from the repressor gene, which would lead to re-

pression of RNA polymerase synthesis.

The effects of the stringent response in E. coli has been found to

cause a major re-adjustment of cellular activity. During the stringent

response, elicited by temperature shifts to 36°C to restrict the amino

acylation of tRNA
val

(8), guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) accumulates,

and transcription of genes coding for the ribosomal proteins Ll, L10,

Lll, L7/L12 and ribosomal RNA is reduced. However, transcription of

genes encoding the S and S' subunits are unaffected. Limitation of the

amino acylated tRNA
val

in the rel A strains does not accumulate ppGpp,

and an enhancement of rRNA and r-protein gene transcription has been

observed (28). In addition, Lindahl (27) has shown at physiological

concentrations of ppGpp, the synthesis of rRNA, EF-G, EF-Tu, a, and the

r-proteins S13, S11, S4, and L17 is inhibited. These observations support

the concept that the gene for the a-subunits, which maps at 72 minutes on

the standard genetic map of E. coli (1), is cotranscribed along with the

small r-proteins S13, Sll, and S4 as well as the large r-protein L17. In

addition, the observed effect of ppGpp on the rpoBC operon suggests the

r-proteins and adjacent genes encoding the S and S' subunits of RNA

polymerase are differentially transcribed. In Bacillus subtilis, 0-

methylthreonine induction of the stringent response leads to the

accumulation of the polyphosphorylated nucleotides pppApp, ppApp,

pppGpp, ppGpp, pGpp and ppGp. Carbon source downshift experiments

elicit accumulation of the polyphosphorylated guanosine, but not
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adenosine nucleotide. In addition, a transient accumulation of the

polyphosphorylated guanosine has been observed at the end of log phase

of growth in sporulation medium (34).

This study was intended to assess indirectly the biosynthetic

regulation of the RNA polymerase subunits in Bacillus subtilis. The

relative levels of the major subunits of RNA polymerase have been

examined during a variety of steady-state growth conditions, as well as

during the early stages of sporulation (i.e. To-T2.5), and during

nutritional shift-up and down experiments. More over, a relA
+
/relA

strain of BR16 has been utilized to monitor subunit biosynthesis after

induction of the stringent response by either 0-methylthreonine or

amino acid starvation.
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II. Biosynthesis of RNA Polymerase Subunits

in Bacillus subtilis

Summary

16

The regulation of RNA polymerase biosynthesis in Bacillus subtilis

was examined under a variety of steady-state growth conditions, as

well as during early stages of sporulation. RNA polymerase bio-

synthesis was determined by subunit fraction of immunoprecipitated

samples on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Constant molar ratios for

a:8:8-:a have been established for cultures labelled during steady-state

growth. These results and experiments involving long periods of chase

with casamino acids, have allowed us to predict the existence of an

unassembled pool of the alpha subunit. The effects of rifampicin and

streptolydigin on the synthesis of RNA polymerase subunits have also

been examined. We have found that rifampicin causes a rapid and pre-

cipitous drop in the synthesis of the core enzyme, while the c- subunit

remains only mildly affected. Streptolydigin, on the other hand, depresses

synthesis of a and 8' to nearly the same extent. We interpret these

results as to suggest a differential rate of expression exists for

rpoB and C. In addition, expression of rpoB and C has been found

to decline to near undetectable levels during early stages of sporu-

lation (i.e. To-T2.5) .
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Introduction

RNA polymerase (nucleoside triphosphate:RNA nucleotidyl transferase

E. C. 2.7.7.6) in Bacillus subtilis, as in Escherichia coli, is a

multisubunit enzyme of holoenzyme subunit composition a2$13'a (5,45).

The $, $' and a-subunits which constitute the core enzyme are essential

for polymerization of ribonucleoside triphosphates into RNA. Sigma, on

the other hand, although not an essential component of RNA polymerase

is necessary for rapid and correct binary complex formation and subsequent

initiation at specific sites on the DNA template (6). Other accessory

proteins such as w (2,4,5) and S (8,32,33,42,43,44) have since been

described although their exact role in transcription is still unclear.

Since RNA polymerase has been shown to play such an essential role

in the transcription of biosynthetic operons, a substantial amount of

information concerning the biosynthesis of this enzyme in E. coli has

accumulated. The constituents of E. coli core enzyme (i.e. a,

$ and $') has been shown by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of

antibody precipitates from crude cell-lysates to be produced coordinately

during steady-state growth, and has been found to be as stable as bulk

protein (18). Moreover, the biosynthetic rate of these same subunits

seems to be balanced with growth rate. Mutants of E. coli, partially

resistant to rifampicin have been shown to synthesize the 8-subunit

before $', (25) and is transcribed as a single operon. In diploid (14)
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cells as well as cells haploid for rpoBC (3), the addition of rifampicin

has stimulated the rate of synthesis of both subunits supporting the

conclusion of coordinate synthesis of the two largest subunits of RNA

polymerase.

More recently, specialized transducing phages of lambda carrying

genes for RNA polymerase 8 and 8' as well as genes for four ribosomal

proteins (i.e. rp1K, rplA, rp1J, and rp1L) have shown that 8 is

cotranscribed with the two neighboring ribosomal genes, rp1J and rplL

(30,45,46) thus relating RNA polymerase a and 8'-subunit biosynthesis

with synthesis of ribosomal proteins.

In contrast to the effect of rifampicin (34) and streptolydigin

(16) in E. coli, which are both conferred resistance to by the 8-

subunit, the 8 and 8' subunit in Bacillus subtilis are responsible

for rifampicin (11) and streptolydigin resistance respectively (12).

Since very little information exists regarding the synthesis of RNA

polymerase subunits in Bacillus subtilis, hypotheses concerned with the

regulation of subunit synthesis, and their relationship to sporulation

events have been hindered. This study is intended as an initial survey

concerned with the regulatory levels of RNA polymerase subunits which

are synthesized in B. subtilis under a variety of steady state conditions.

Quantitative measurements of subunit biosynthesis were obtained by

pulse-labelling exponentially growing cultures of B. subtilis under

steady-state growth conditions, and cultures subjected to
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rifampicin and streptolydigin. Crude lysates were prepared by

sonic oscillation of each sample point, followed by ultracentrifugation

to remove cellular debris. Samples were concentrated to a fixed volume

of either 125 or 250 pl before specific antisera to B. subtilis RNA

polymerase was added for precipitation of radioactively labelled RNA

polymerase, and protein concentration determined. One-dimensional

SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, optimized for separation of $

and B' or a and a-subunits was utilized after the addition of a

constant amount of S
35
-labelled RNA polymerase holoenzyme which serves

as an internal standard for recovery from gels. A mixture of [

3
11]-1,-

amino acids were used for pulse-labelling in the determination of sub-

unit content since it was assumed that there is an equal probability

that all amino acids would be incorporated into each subunit. The

expression of rpoB and C has been indirectly assessed through quantitative

analysis of the gene product (protein) synthesized.

This investigation demonstrates a constant molar ratio for a:13.:6-:la

of 1:1:1:0.72 exist under steady-state growth conditions for cultures

pulse-labelled for short periods of time. Moreover, the subunit

stoichiometry observed above differ from cultures labelled continuously

over long time periods. We attribute these differences to an unassembled

pool of the a-subunit. The unassembled a pool can be chased into an

immunoprecipitable form, such as the holo and/or core enzyme, and its

stoichiometry found to mimic that observed with continuously labelled

cultures.
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The addition of rifampicin (10 pg/m1) to steady-state cultures has

been found to elicit a rapid and precipitous drop in the synthesis of the

core enzyme. Sigma subunit, on the other hand, is only mildly affected

by addition of rifampicin to 10 lig/ml. A differential rate of 6 and 6'

synthesis, and not of its degradation, has been confirmed by long term

labelling experiments, as well as experiments utilizing the transcription

elongation inhibitor, streptolydigin. Under conditions which are

partially restrictive for transcription initiation effected by low

concentrations of rifampicin vg/m1) no stimulation of the RNA

polymerase subunits in B. subtilis has been detected as has been previous-

ly shown in E. coli (3). In contrast to the affect of rifampicin at 10

14/ml, a more gradual decline in the synthesis of the core enzyme has

been observed at low levels of rifampicin. The sigma subunit remains

virtually unchanged under the partially restrictive conditions.

Hydroxyurea, a potent inhibitor of DNA synthesis in Bacillus

subtilis, has been utilized in order to determine if de-novo synthesis

of DNA is required for continued expression of rpoB and C. A transient

stimulation of 6 and 6' synthesis was observed after addition of

hydroxyurea with a concomitant reduction of DNA synthesis by greater

than 96%.

Expression of rpoB and C in wild type cells of Bacillus subtilis

during early stages of sporulation (i.e. To-T2.5) was found to be reduced

to near undetectable levels.
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Experimental Procedures

Bacterial Strains. The prototrophic strain of Bacillus subtilis Marburg

designated OSB 158, as well as a rifampicin resistant strain of B.

subtilis termed OSB 422 (rifr) previously described by Haworth and Brown

(13) were used in these studies.

Media.

Complete 1 x M medium: contains per liter 2.0 g (NH4)2SO4, 18.0 g

K2HPO4.2H20, 0.2 g MgSO4.7H20, 100 pg/m1 L-glutamine, and 0.5% glucose.

S
35
-labelling medium: was modified after Iwakura, Ito, and Ishimama

(18) and contains all the amino acids, with the exception of the

sulphur containing amino acids (i.e. Methionine and Cystine) provided

in the L-form at 40 pg/m1 (26), MgSO4 is added to a final concentration

of 2 pM for the labelled cell preparation, and 10 pM for the unlabelled

cell preparation. L-glutamine is added at 100 pg/ml as an energy source,

as well as vitamin Bl at 1 pg/ml. All components were combined in

deionized water and filter sterilized. Sporulation medium modified

after Kaempter and Magasanik (20) contained: 0.08 M NaCl, 0.02 M

KC1, 0.02 M NH
4
C1, 0.12 M Tris pH 7.4, 1.0 mM MgC12, 3.5 x 10

-4
M

CaC1
2'

2 x 10
6
M FeCl2, 2.5 x 10

-3
M Na

2
SO

4'
0.5 mM K

2
HPO

4
2.5 x 10

5

M MnC12, 1.5 mM MgSO4, and 5 mM glucose.

Radioisotopes.

[

3H] L-amino acid mixture (New England Nuclear, NET-250) contains

[2,3-3H]L-ala (16.1 Ci/mmol), [2,3-3H]L-arg (23.2 Ci/mmol), [2,3-3H(N)]-
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L-asp (15 Ci/mmol), [2,3-3M-glu (22.57 Ci/mmol), [2-311] -gly (2.2

Ci/mmol), [3-
3
HL-his (2.0 Ci/mmcl), 4,5-

3
H(N)]L-isl (100 Ci/mmol),

14,5-
3
H]L-his (2.0 Ci/mmol), 14.5-

3
H(N)JL-lys (60

2,3-
3
H]L-phe (21.19 Ci/mmol), [3,4-

3
H(N)]L-pro (25

Ci/mmol), [alanine-

Ci/mmol), [

3
H(6)]L-

ser (2.76 Ci/mmol), [
3
H(6)]L-thr (4.2 Ci/mmol), 3,5-

3
H1L-tyr (56

Ci/mmol), and [
3
H(6)]L-val (5 Ci/mmol). Sulfur-35 (New England

Nuclear, NEX-042) (10-1000 mCi/mmol sulfur). [5,6-3H]uridine

5ttriphosphate (ICN, 27 Ci/mmol).

RNA Polymerase Purification.

RNA polymerase was purified essentially according to P. Freese
2
with the

following modification: all operations were performed at 4°C unless

indicated otherwise. For the preparation of 35S-labelled RNA polymerase

cells were grown overnight in
35
S-labelling medium with the SO

4

concentration adjusted to 10 pM. Cells were subcultured into 200 ml

of the same medium except the final SO
4
concentration was readjusted to

2 pM. When the 0.D.450 = 0.09 (Zeiss spectrophotometer) 15 mCi

35
H
2
SO

4
(New England Nuclear) was added, and the culture was allowed to

grow to 0.D.
450

= 0.6, chilled on ice, and adjusted to 2 mM PMSF before

the culture was harvested. Cells were centrifuged at 8,000 x g, washed

3X with 1 M KC1, and stored at -80°C until RNA polymerase was extracted.

The labelled cells were combined with 10 g of unlabelled cells and

2
P. Freese, unpublished experiment.
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resuspended in 30 mis Doi's buffer B which contains 0.1 M Trizma pH 7.9,

0.01 M MgC12, 1 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, 0.15 M KC1, and 2 mM

PMSF (28). Cells were broken via passage through a French Press at

15,000 p.s.i. until lysis was complete. Removal of proteases was

accomplished by stirring in 6 g hemoglobin-sepharose to the lysate for

20 minutes. The sample was next centrifuged at 30,000 x g in a re-

frigerated Sorvall for 30 minutes to remove cellular debris, and sub-

sequently diluted 4-fold with breaking buffer (i.e. 0.10 M [NH4]2SO4,

0.2 M Trizma-HC1 pH 7.9, 10 mM MgC12, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM DTT, 1.0 mM

PMSF, 10% glycerol) containing 50 mM (NH4)2SO4, and dialyzed for 10

hours over 2-changes of the same buffer. The crude extract was next

loaded on a DE-52 column, pre-conditioned with buffer A containing 1 M

KC1, then buffer A without KC1, and run at 16 ml/hour, collecting

4 ml/fraction. The sample was loaded onto the column, and washed with

buffer A containing 0.15 M KC1 until the 0.D.
280

returned to background.

RNA polymerase was then eluted off with 0.25 M KC1 in buffer A, and the

active fractions pooled, and diluted to 50 mM in KC1 with buffer B

(i.e. 10 mM Trizma pH 7.9, 0.1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1.0 mM PMSF, 10%

glycerol). The diluted enzyme preparation was then loaded on a DNA-

agarose column (38), equilibrated to 50 mM KC1 in buffer B, and

chromatographed at 10 ml/hour. The column was washed with buffer B

containing 0.45 M KC1 before eluting off the enzyme with 1.0 M KC1.

The active fractions were pooled again, dialyzed overnight into buffer

A containing 50% glycerol and stored at -20°C. The purity of the
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holoenzyme was examined on SDS-polyacrylamide gels and found to be free

of any contaminating non-specific proteins. Assay of enzyme activity

was performed as previously described (10). The standard reaction

mixture, in a final volume of 100 pl contained 25 mM Trizma-HC1 pH

7.9, 100 mM Mg C12, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM CTP, 0.2 mM GTP, 0.2 mM ATP,

0.05 mM UTP, 200 mM NaC1, 1 mM K2HPO4 pH 7.0, 1 mM DTT, 50 pg BSA, 1.1

ug poly (dA-dT) and 1 uCi [5,6-3H]uridine 5'triphosphate (27 Ci/mmol).

Preparation of Crude Lysates.

Cell pellets were resuspended in 4 ml of Freese's buffer B (i.e. 0.1 M

Trizma-HC1 pH 7.9, 10 mM MgC12, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 0.3 mM DTT, 0.2 M

KC1, 10% glycerol), lysed by sonication in a Bronwill Biosonik IV

Sonifier Cell Disruptor for a total of 2 minutes in 30 second intervals

with maximum power intensity. Crude cell lysates were centrifuged at

100,000 x g in an SW 50.1 rotor for 1 hour at 2°C. The resulting high-

speed supernates were dialyzed and concentrated in buffer B to a constant

fixed volume of either 125 or 250 pl with the aid of a negative pressure

protein dialysis concentrator (Bio-Molecular Dynamics:Beaverton, Oregon)

before antibody precipitation.

Antibody Precipitation.

Antibody to highly purified RNA polymerase 13, a' and a-subunits was

provided by S. Hailing, K. Burtis and R. Doi. To 30 pl of the

concentrated high-speed crude cell lysate obtained above, 10 pl of

antiserum was added. Antigen-antibody complexes were allowed to form
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at 4°C for at least 18 hours before 15 O. goat-anti-rabbit IgG immuno-

beads, suspended in 0.15 mM NaC1, 10 mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA,

were added and secondary antibody precipitates were allowed to form

overnight at 4 °C. Precipitates were recovered by centrifugation in a

Beckman Microfuge B (9,000 x g) for 3 minutes, washed 3X in THE (i.e.

10 mM Tris pH 7.9, 0.15 M NaC1, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 20% glycerol), and

resuspended in 30-50 pl of fresh sample buffer (29) which contained 1%

SDS, 20% glycerol, 0.30 mM DTT, and 1:10 of the upper gel running buffer,

samples were heated to 37°C for 1 hour to release antibody-immunobead

complexes from RNA polymerase, centrifuged, and supernates containing

the RNA polymerase were removed. Fixed amounts of highly purified
35,

labelled RNA polymerase of known specific activity were added to each

supernate to serve as an internal standard of recovery from the gel,

and were heated to 65°C for 5 minutes before fractionation on SDS-

polyacrylamide gels. A gel representative of antibody-precipitated

RNA polymerase from concentrated crude cell lysates is demonstrated

in Figure 1.

In-Vivo Quantitation of Subunit Biosynthesis.

Vegetatively growing cultures of OSB 158 and OSB 422 (rifr) were grown

at 37°C in complete 1 x M medium to Klett 23 (1 x 10
8
cells/ml) at which

time cultures were quickly centrifuged at 4,000 x g for 3 minutes at

room temperature, and resuspended to one-fifth the original volume in

fresh pre-warmed (37°C) complete 1 x M medium. The concentrated

culture was then aliquoted into 4 ml sample points, and at the ap-
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propriate times, pulse-labelled for 5 minutes with 2.5-6.3 liCi/m1 of a

[

3
M-amino acid mixture (New, England Nuclear, NET-250). Radioactive

amino acids were chased with casamino acids (0.1-1.0 mg/ml) for 2-3

minutes, and the reaction was terminated by the addition of NaN3 (1 mM)

before being chilled on ice. To 250 pl ice-cold 10% TCA was added an

equal volume of sample and precipitated for 2-3 hours on ice in order

to determine total protein incorporation.

Protein Determination.

Protein analysis were performed according to the coomassie G250 standard

assay of Sedmak (39).

SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.

All analysis were performed on either 5% (for separation of 8 and 8'

subunits) or 8.5% (for separation of c and a-subunits) 9 cm long

vertical slab gels of polyacrylamide, while the stacking gels consist

of 4.5% polyacrylamide. Gels contained 0.1% electrophoresis grade

SDS (Bio-Rad), and were prepared according to the procedure of Engbaek

(9). Samples, prepared as described above, were loaded onto SDS-

polyacrylamide gels along with a separate well containing purified S
35

-

RNA polymerase of known specific activity which serves as an internal

marker of recovery. Samples were stacked for 20 minutes at 4 mA, and

electrophoresis was performed at 8 mA for approximately 14 hours. The

slab gel was removed, stained for 45 minutes at room temperature in a

solution of 50% TCA containing 0.1% coomassie Brilliant Blue R and
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destained with 7.5% acetic acid solution. Subunit bands of RNA polymer-

ase were sliced into 1-2 mm thick sections, and placed into the bottom

of scintillation vials. Depolymerization of acrylamide slices was

performed by the addition of 0.2 ml 60% perchloric acid followed by

0.4 ml 30% H
2
0
2

(21) and incubated at 51°C with gentle agitation

for 8 hours.

Liquid Scintillation Counting.

Sample vials were allowed to cool for at least 1 hour before the sealed

polyethylene caps were removed, and 10 ml of Aquasol-2 (New England

Nuclear, NEX-952) added to each sample, before counting in a Beckman

LSC 8000 liquid scintillation counter equipped for dual-isotope

counting. Total radioactivity incorporated into each subunit was

calculated according to the procedure of Iwakura (18) taking into

account quench compensation, radioactive recovery from the gel based on

the S
35

RNA polymerase standard, and spillover from channel 2
(S35-

counts) into channel 1 (
3
H-counts). Since a mixture of [

3M-amino

acids were used for labelling purposes, the content of each subunit was

calculated directly without correction for any one amino acids since it

was assumed that there is an equal probability that all the amino acids

would be incorporated into each subunit.
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Results

Biosynthesis of RNA polymerase subunits under steady-state growth

conditions. The measurement of the biosynthetic rate of the individual

subunits of RNA polymerase was undertaken to establish the intracellular

rate of synthesis of subunits during the exponential phase of growth, as

well as to determine the stoichiometric ratios of the individual subunits

after normalization for size differences to the beta-subunit. A wild

type strain of B. subtilis, OSB 158, was grown at 37°C to exponential

phase in complete 1 x M, pulse-labelled for five minutes with a mixture

of 6.25 IICi/m1 of 3H-L-amino acids, and chased for two minutes with 100

pg/m1 of casamino acids to complete synthesis of nascent polypeptide

chains before terminating the reaction. Lysates were antibody

precipitated, combined with a fixed amount of 35S-labelled RNA polymer-

ase, and fractionated on SDS polyacrylamide gels. The amount of RNA

polymerase subunit synthesis was determined as described in Materials

and Methods.

As expected, the wild-type strain exhibited a nearly constant level

of subunit synthesis. However, close examination of the subunit

stoichiometry after normalization for size differences to the beta-

subunit revealed an average subunit ratio for a:S:S:a to be 1:1:1:0.74

(Fig. 2). When the molar ratios of subunits from the 35S-labelled RNA

polymerase, which was labelled throughout the exponential phase of

growth was examined a ratio for c1:0:13':u was found to be 2:1:1:0.72.

The latter results, at least as far as the core enzyme is concerned, are

consistent with previously reported results for E. coli during steady-
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Figure 1. SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of total cellular prot-
eins and immunoprecipitated RNA polymerase from crude cell lysates: (a)
RNA polymerase immunoprecipitated from 30 ul of concentrated cell lysate
with 10 ul anti -3,B", and a were resuspended in 30 u1 of sample buffer,
and loaded on 5% gels containing 10-well combs. Samples were stacked for

20 minutes at 4mA, and electrophoresed at 8mA for 14 hours. Molecular

weight markers: (1) Myosin, 200,000; (2) S-galactosidase, 116,500; (3)
Phosphorylase B, 94,000; and (4) Bovine Serum Albumin, 68,000. (c)
Samples were processed as in (a) except electrophoresis was performed
with a 20-well loading combs on 8.5% gels. Molecular weight markers: (1)
Phosphorylase B, 94,000; (2) Bovine Serum Albumin, 68,000; (3) Ovalbumin,
43,000; and (4) Carbonic Anhydrase, 30,000. (b) 30 ill non-antibody pre-
cipitated lysate fractionated on 8.5% gels. M.W. markers as in figure lc.
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Figure 2. Biosynthesis of RNA polymerase subunits during steady-state
growth.8 Cultures of OSB 158 were grown in complete 1 x M o Klett 23 .

(1 x 10 cells/ml) and pulse labeled with 6.25 pCi/m1 of H -L -amino

acid mixture. Samples were immediately chased with 100 lig/m1 solution
of casamino acids and processed for subunit biosynthesis as described
under Materials and Methods. Samples A, B, C, and D (insert) represent
time points taken at 10, 20, 30, and 40 minutes respectively. All
calculations of subunit molar ratios were normalized for size to the
a-subunit.
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state of growth (19). The observed difference in the alpha subunit

biosynthetic levels between cultures pulse-labelled during the steady-

state growth phase, and cultures labelled continuously over long periods

of time seemed to suggest an unassembled intracellular pool of the alpha

subunit may exist as has been postulated in E. coli (17).

Effect of a long term chase on the molar ratios of RNA polymerase

subunits.

The analysis of the molar ratios of RNA polymerase subunits during a

long term chase was determined in order to ascertain if the alpha

subunit level obtained during the pulse-chase experiment, which is

exactly half of what was expected,is due to an unassembled intracellular

pool, or is due to a regulatory effect at the level of the rpoA cistron

and/or some translational regulation of the rpoA message.

Thus OSB 158 was grown in complete 1 x M to early exponential phase

of growth, and labelled for five minutes with the
3
H-L-amino acid mixture.

The culture was immediately centrifuged at 3,000 x g, and washed once in

the same medium lacking glucose before being resuspended in complete 1 x

M in order to wash-out any unincorporated
3
H-amino acids from the medium.

At the time of resuspension in complete 1 x M, 100 pg/ml casamino acids

were added in order to chase the unassembled pool of alpha subunits into

the holoenzyme form (i.e. a288-a) which can subsequently be analyzed by

immunoprecipitation methods.

As expected, a constant level of 8, 8' and o biosynthesis, similar

to that observed for cells pulse-chased for short intervals of time as

demonstrated in Fig. 2, was noted (Fig. 3). These observations indicate
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Figure 3. Effect of long term chase on RNA polymerase stoichiometry.
Cultures of OSB 158 were grown to Klett 23 in complete 1 x M and
labeled for 5 minutes with 5 pCi/m1 3H-L-amino acids. The culture was

washed in complete 1 x M without glucose, and resuspended in one-fifth
volume fresh prewarmed (37°C) complete 1 x M containing 100 pg/n1 cas-
amino acids. At the indicated times, samples (4 ml) were removed, and
processed for subunit biosynthesis as described under Materials and

Methods. Samples A, B, C, and D represent time points taken at 10, 20,
30, and 40 minutes respectively. Calculations for subunit molar ratios

were determined as described under Figure 2.
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that within the time frame examined (i.e. 40 minutes) the 8, a- and o

subunits are stable, and thus are not degraded. However, the linear

increase in subunit-alpha observed with time is entirely consistent with

our hypothesis of an intracellular pool of alpha. The calculated molar

ratios of the individual subunits after the five minute pulse of
3
H-L-

amino acids were determined (Fig. 3) and found to increase in a linear

fashion until a subunit ratio for ot:8:8-:6 of 2:1:1:0.60 were reached.

Thus, by chasing the pool of
3H-alpha subunits into the holoenzyme form

of RNA polymerase one can mimic the same molar ratios that is found in a

culture of OSB 158 labelled over a long period of time with S
35

.

Regulation of RNA polymerase biosynthesis in the presence of rifampicin.

The rate of polymerase subunit synthesis was determined for OSB

158 treated with rifampicin at 10 pg/m1 in order to determine if the

subunits are coordinately regulated. In addition, subunit synthesis in

the presence of rifampicin at 1 pg/ml was also analyzed in order to

determine if a transient increase in RNA polymerase subunit synthesis

could be induced as has been shown to occur in E. coli (14,15,27).

Cultures of OSB 158 were grown to their exponential phase of growth in

complete 1 x M and pulse-chased with the
3
H-L-amino acid mixture both

before and after addition of rifampicin, and subsequently analyzed for

RNA polymerase biosynthetic levels as described above.

After addition of rifampicin (10 pg/ml) a steady decline in total

protein synthesis to approximately 3.3% of the rate before addition of

the drug was noted. Synthesis of the core subunits were also observed

to decay coordinately with a biphasic pattern noted especially for the 8
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Figure 4. Effect of rifampicin on RNA polymerase biosynthesis. Cultures

of OSB 158 were grown to a Klett 23 in complete 1 x N, pulse-labeled

for 5 minutes with 6.25 liCi/m1 of 3H-L-amino acids, and chased for 2

minutes with 1 mg/ml of casamino acids. At the time indicated,

rifampicin (10 pg/ml) was added, and sample points were removed and

processed for subunit biosynthetic levels as previously described.
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and $' subunits. After a twenty-five minute exposure to rifampicin, a

reduction of 70%, 75%, and 79% respectively in the biosynthesis of a, 0'

and 0 were noted (Fig. 4). However, subunit-a retains nearly 50% of its

biosynthetic rate even after exposure to rifampicin for twenty-five

minutes.

Although. rpoA also seems to be regulated in a coordinate manner

with rpoB and C there appears to be slightly less restriction in its

synthesis. The expression of rpoD, on the other hand, is reduced by

only approximately 16% after five minutes of exposure to rifampicin.

Thus, it appears as though subunit a is not coordinately regulated with

the core enzyme. Under partially restrictive conditions of transcription

initiation in which rifampicin is added to exponential phase cultures at

1 pg/ml, a more gradual decline in the biosynthesis of $ and 0' was

observed while a and a remained essentially the same as seen in Fig. 4

(data not shown). Unlike the effects of low concentrations of rifampicin

on the synthesis of the a and $' subunits of RNA polymerase in E. coli

where a transient stimulation has been shown (3) no such stimulation has

been observed in B. subtilis. When OSB 422 (rif
r
) was examined for RNA

polymerase subunit biosynthesis after addition of rifampicin (1 pg/m1),

an expected steady-state rate was observed (data not shown).

Expression of rpoB and C in the presence of streptolydigin.

Streptolydigin, an effective inhibitor of elongation events in tran-

scription, has been utilized in order to determine if the $ and $'

subunits of RNA polymerase are synthesized (or degraded) differentially,

as suggested by the differential biosynthetic rate of these subunits
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Figure 5. Expression of rpoB and C in the presence of streptolydigin.
Cultures of OSB 158 were grown to their exponential phase of growth in
complete 1 x M, and transcription elongation was inhibited by addition
of streptolydigin (100 pg/ml) at the time indicated. Samples were

pulse- labeled for 5 minutes with 2.5 pCi/m1 of 3H-L-amino acids, and

chased for 2 minutes with casamino acids (1 mg/ml). The reaction was

terminated by addition of ice and sodium azide to 1 mM. Samples were

processed and analyzed for biosynthesis of the 8 and s' subunits as

described above.
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after addition of rifampicin (Fig. 3). Cultures of OSB 158

were grown to exponential phase of growth in complete 1 x M, and pulse-

chased for 5 minutes with the 3H -L -amino acid mixture before, and after

addition of streptolydigin. Sample points were analyzed by immuno-

precipitation and subsequently fractionated on SDS polyacrylamide gels

as discussed under Materials and Methods. The addition of streptolydigin

(100 pg/m1) has been found not to elicit a differential response in the

synthesis of the 8 and a' subunits (Fig. 5). We suggest that the

differential rate of incorporation of
3
H-amino acids observed between

the 8 and 8' subunits in Figure 4 is most likely a result of differential

biosynthesis, and not of its degradation. The possibility that

rifampicin may simply be protecting the 8- subunit from proteolytic

attack was also ruled out since in the long term chase experiment (Fig.

3) no detectable decay in counts incorporated into 8 or 8' in the absence

of rifampicin was observed.

Expression of rpoB and C in the presence of Hydroxyurea.

In order to determine if de-novo synthesis of DNA is necessary for

continued expression of rpoB and C we have employed the use of a potent

prokaryotic DNA synthesis inhibitor. N-hydroxyurea is an inhibitor of

the ribonucleotide disphophate reductase enzyme in E. coil (40) and in

T
4
infected cells (47). However, in Bacillus subtilis although N-

hydroxyurea selectively inhibits DNA synthesis (41) the exact level at

which this inhibitor functions is unclear. Parallel cultures of OSB 158

were grown to the exponential phase of growth in complete 1 x M, and

pulse-labelled with the 3H-L -amino mixture both before and after addition
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Figure 6. Effect of N-hydroxyurea on expression of rpoB and C. OSB
158 was grown to Klett 23 in complete 1 x M, and at the time indicated
DNA synthesis was inhibited by addition of N-hydroxyurea (0.2 M). At
the indicated times, samples were pulse-labeled with 2.5 liCi/m1 of
3H-L-amino acids and chased with 1 mg/ml of casamino acid mixture.
Samples were analyzed for biosynthesis of 8 and 8' as described above.
Parallel cultures were pulse-labelled with 2.5 pCi /mi of 3H-6-uridine,
and DNA synthesis was monitored as described under Materials and
Methods.
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of the inhibitor. Samples were processed and analyzed for biosynthetic

levels of E and E' as described above. Synthesis of DNA was monitored

in parallel cultures labelled with 2.5 11Ci/m1 of
3
H-6-Uridine in the

presence and absence of 0.2M N-hydroxyurea. Under the conditions of

these experiments we observe a transient stimulation in expression of

rpoB and C immediately after addition of N-hydroxyurea. Thus, de-novo

synthesis of DNA, at least through one generation of growth, is not

required for continuous expression of rpoB and C.

Expression of rpoB and C during early stages of sporulation.

In order to further our understanding of regulation of RNA polymerase

biosynthesis we have examined expression of rpoB and C during the early

stages of sporulation. Cultures of OSB 158 grown to the end of

logarithmic phase of growth in a modification of Kaempter and Magasaniles

sporulation medium (20) after multiple medium changes during mid log

growth to ensure synchrony of sporulation the culture was then concen-

trated by centrifugation at 3,000 x g. Cells were subsequently re-

suspended in one-fifth the original volume of pre-conditioned medium

before pulse labelling with 5 pCi/m1 of
3H-L-amino acids through stage

T2.5. We have observed an immediate arrest of rpoB and C expression as

cells enter stage To. Thus, although protein synthesis is reduced to

5% of its pre-sporulation rate by T2.5, biosynthesis of a and E' is

shut-off completely during these early stages of sporulation.
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Figure 7. Expression of rpoB and C during sporulation. Cultures of OSB

158 were grown at 37°C in a modification of Kaempters and Magasanik's

sporulation medium. To ensure synchrony of sporulation, mid log phase
cultures were subjected to multiple medium changes before being grown to

stage To (approximately Klett 501. Cells were centrifuged, and re-
suspended in pre-conditioned medium to one-fifth the original volume.

Samples were pulse-labeled before and after stage To with 2.5 liCi/n1

of -/H-L-amino acid mixture, and subsequently processed for biosynthesis
of 8 and 8' as previously described. Total protein incorporation was
simulatenously monitored as described under Materials and Methods.
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Discussion

We have examined the biosynthesis of RNA polymerase subunits in Bacillus

subtilis under a variety of growth conditions. During the steady-state

of growth, RNA polymerase subunits are synthesized in a constant molar

ratio of 1:1:1:0.74 for a:$:$':o respectively. These ratios, unlike

those previously established for E. coli (19) differ only in regard to

the molar amount of a which can be detected. We have reconciled these

differences by comparing the subunit stoichiometry of our S
35
-labelled

RNA polymerase, which serves as our internal standard of recovery, with

samples which had been pulse-labelled for 5-minute periods of time. The

nearly twofold greater amount of alpha noted in our continuously label-

led S
35-RNA polymerase preparation led us to examine the fate of the

newly synthesized alpha subunit. Thus, we have determined by pre-

labelling a culture for five minutes, and subsequently chasing the
3
H-

alpha subunit into an immunoprecipitable form, a steady increase in

alpha subunit stoichiometry can be demonstrated (Fig. 3). This suggests

a pool of a from which holoenzyme is assembled.

Rifampicin inhibition experiments have shown that expression of the

core enzyme is regulated in a coordinate manner. Moreover, it was

reasoned that if the difference in the
3
H-amino acid incorporation level

observed for $ and $' after addition of rifampicin (Fig. 4) were due to

a differential rate of mRNA degradation a pattern of synthesis similar

to that of Figure 4, would be expected in the presence of the elongation

inhibitor, streptolydigin. However, as was demonstrated in Figure 5, a

nearly parallel ratio of synthesis of $ and $' was observed, quite
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unlike the results expected if the differences for $ and $' in Figure 4

were due to messenger RNA degradation. The question of a differential

rate of protein turnover, and/or an enhanced stability of one subunit

over the other, and thus similarly accounting for the differential

incorporation has also been raised. We feel these latter possibilities

are most likely inaccurate since we find in long term labelling experi-

ments (Fig. 3) absolute stability of the $ and $' subunits. Thus, we

suggest the observed difference in the biosynthetic levels of $ and $'

after addition of rifampicin is due not to its degradation, but instead

to a differential level of synthesis. However due to the overall

coordinate manner of expression noted, for $ and $', the rpoB and C

cistron may reside on the same transcription unit in a manner similar to

that defined in E. coli (37). The direction of transcription of

the rpoBC cistron is yet to be defined.

Under partial rifampicin-mediated restriction of transcription

initiation which has been shown to cause a transient stimulation in the

rates of a, $, r and a subunits in rifampicin resistant strains of E.

coli (1,14,15,27), no such stimulation was observed in B. subtilis. In

addition, when cultures of OSB 422 rifr (rifampicin resistant strain)

were exposed to the same low levels of rifampicin (1 ug/m1) no stimu-

lation in the rate of expression of rpoB and C was detected (data not

shown). The lack of a rifampicin-mediated stimulation of the RNA

polymerase subunits may be explained on the basis of the functional

divergence noted in the rifampicin binding site of E. coli versus

Bacillus subtilis. If the autogenous repression site for RNA polymerase

synthesis is not located near the rifampicin binding site in Bacillus
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subtilis, as has been assumed for E. coil (48), RNA polymerase synthesis

may still be subject to repression control if rifampicin is unable to

mask a repression control site. Alternatively, rifampicin may simply

act by inhibiting functional RNA polymerase molecules thus leading to a

shut down of total RNA synthesis, and therefore may not be due to a

specific effect as stated above. Thus, it appears as though the control

of RNA polymerase synthesis may not be the same for these two organisms.

N-hydroxyurea (0.2 M) has been found to inhibit DNA synthesis by

greater than 96% while causing a transient two-fold stimulation of 8 and

8'. In E. coli, hydroxyurea is thought to inhibit DNA synthesis by

either inhibiting ribonucleotide diphosphate reductase (40) or inhibit-

ing the conversion of deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates to their tri-

phosphate derivatives (36). Alternatively, hydroxyurea has been pro-

posed (35) to inhibit DNA synthesis by causing a disturbance in the DNA

template such that normal DNA replication is impaired. In Bacillus

subtilis, however, the exact level at which hydroxyurea acts to inhibit

DNA synthesis is not known. Therefore, the transient stimulation of 8

and 0' we observe upon inhibition of DNA synthesis at present can be

justified. If hydroxyurea inhibits the ribonucleotide diphosphate

reductase enzyme in Bacillus subtilis, and if ribonucleoside triphos-

phates can build-up to substantial intracellular levels, RNA precursor

molecules may not become limiting. The effect of this build-up may be

simply to force more messages to be synthesized, and subsequently

translated. Whatever the factor(s) responsible for the transient

stimulation of rpoB and C, DNA synthesis is not a prerequisite for

continued synthesis of these subunits.
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The unexpected finding of nearly undetectable levels of rpoR and C

expression during early stages of sporulation (i.e. To-T2.5) may suggest

that alteration in RNA polymerase specificity during sporulation (24)

may result from the synthesis of polypeptide(s) immediately before cells

enter the T
o

stage of sporulation. Hence, as the cell enters sporulation

it may already contain the full complement of sporulation specific

proteins needed to affect the change in RNA polymerase template speci-

ficity (22). We are currently analyzing the fate of RNA polymerase

synthesized during the vegetative stage of growth, within these early

stages of sporulation. Other factors which may also be involved in

regulating the biosynthesis of RNA polymerase, such as (p)ppGpp, are

currently being studied. Our preliminary results suggest that the

subunits are not coordinately controlled after induction of the stringent

response in the re1A+ strain. Consistent with these preliminary obser-

vations of the effect of the stringent response on RNA polymerase bio-

synthesis is the reported transient accumulation of polyphosphorylated

guanosine at the end of log phase in sporulation medium (31).

We conclude that: (1) In B. subtilis, RNA polymerase subunits are

synthesized in a constant molar ratio of 1:1:1:0.74 for a:$:$':a in our

complete 1 x M medium and then assembled into the holoenzyme; (2) Long

term chase experiments have been shown to alter this molar ratio of

a:13:r:a to 2:1:1:0.72, indicating a pool from which a is assembled into

holoenzyme; (3) Rifampicin (10 ug/ml) causes a rapid and precipitous

drop in the synthesis of the core enzyme while the a-subunit is only

mildly affected; (4) The addition of streptolydigin (100 ug /ml) to

steady-state cultures elicits a parallel decrease in the synthesis of
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the S and a- subunits thus indicating a differential rate of synthesis

for these subunits; (5) The addition of hydroxyurea (0.2 M) causes a

transient stimulation in expression of rpoB and C while inhibiting DNA

synthesis by greater than 96% and; (6) Studies of cells entering early

stages of sporulation reveal an almost complete shut down of rpoB and C

expression.
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III. Biosynthesis of RNA Polymerase After 0-methylthreonine Addition

and Induction of the Stringent Response in Bacillus subtilis

Abstract

The biosynthesis of RNA polymerase (nucleosidetriphosphate: RNA

nucleotidyltransferase, EC 2.7.7.6) was examined in an isogenic relA
+
/

relA strain of Bacillus subtilis during the stringent response, and

after the addition of 0-methylthreonine. Upon induction of the stringent

response by amino acid starvation a discoordinate rate of RNA polymerase

subunit biosynthesis was observed in the relA
+

strain; coincident with

the peak accumulation of (p)ppGpp was a 1.5-fold stimulation in o- subunit

synthesis while synthesis of the 66--subunits were immediately shut-off.

Assembly (and or synthesis) of the a-subunit was similarly stimulated

2.5-fold under the same conditions. Amino acid deprivation of the relA

strain was found to cause a generalized reduction in the synthesis of

all subunits. 0-methylthreonine results in a rapid accumulation of

(p)ppGpp in relA +, but not re1A, strains of Bacillus subtilis. In

addition, no stimulation in RNA polymerase synthesis (or assembly) was

observed in either relA+ or relA strains after 0-methylthreonine

addition. These results indicate that: (1) the control of RNA

polymerase subunit biosynthesis in Bacillus subtilis is subject to

stringent control in a manner unlike that previously observed for E.

coli; and (2) 0-methylthreonine does not affect RNA polymerase bio-

synthesis in the same fashion as induction of the stringent response by

amino acid limitation.
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Introduction

In bacteria the synthesis of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and protein

components of the ribosome is subject to the stringent control mechanism

(5,6,25). In elA
+

strains of Escherichia coli transfer RNA (tRNA)

charging imbalances due to amino acid limitation or inactivation of

an aminoacyl tRNA synthetase results in the rapid accumulation of

(p)ppGpp as well as the concomitant reduction (i) in the production of

stable RNA molecules and (ii) in ribosomal protein mRNA. During amino

acid limitation of relA (wild type) strains of E. coli, ppGpp is

produced (3) through an idling reaction of uncharged tRNA bound in the

ribosomal A site (2,7,20). The reductibn in stable RNA synthesis has

been observed after ppGpp accumulates during conditions of amino acid

starvation, and upon addition of the limiting amino acid, synthesis of

RNA resumes only after ppGpp disappears (4). Recently, physiological

levels of ppGpp have been found to inhibit the in vitro synthesis of

ribosomal proteins (r-proteins), elongation factors Ef-G and EF-Tu

and the alpha subunit of RNA polymerase (15) which are carried on the

Xfus 3 transducing phage (10,11,19). However, since the Xfus 3 phage does

not carry any rRNA genes Lindahl has suggested that the inhibition takes

place directly rather than as a consequence of the inhibition of rRNA

synthesis (15). Using the Xrifd 18 phage (13) DNA as template the

addition of low levels of ppGpp has been found to inhibit the in vitro

synthesis of r-proteins L10, L7/L12, and elongation factor EF-Tu, while

synthesis of the 6 and 6' subunits of RNA polymerase continue unabated

(12,15). In vivo, elicitation of the stringent response in relA
+

(but
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not relA ) strains of E. coli also results in the rapid accumulation of

ppGpp and subsequent specific inhibition of genes coding for rRNA

and r-proteins; transcription of the r-proteins and rpoA gene coding

for the alpha subunit of RNA polymerase, located near 72 minutes, as

well as the four 50S r-proteins located adjacent to the rpoBC operon at

88.5 minutes are all specifically inhibited. Transcription of the rpoBC

operon coding for the 8 and 8' subunits of RNA polymerase is unaffected

under these conditions (16). Additional genes including the lac and trp

operons in E. coli have since been shown to be stimulated at the tran-

scriptional level following the addition of ppGpp while synthesis of

tRNAt
yr

or bulk tRNA are only moderately affected after such an ad-

dition (23). Since these tRNA species have previously been shown to be

subject to stringent control in vivo (8,23) Reiness has suggested that

ppGpp may interact with RNA polymerase to alter promoter recognition

(23).

In Bacillus subtilis, ppGpp and pppGpp has been found to accumulate

during amino acid limitation of relA
+

defined strains (24,26). Recent

experiments employing the reported isoleucyl tRNA synthetase inhibitor,

0-methylthreonine, have demonstrated that a variety of polyphosphorylated

nucleotides resembling: pppApp, ppApp, pppGpp, ppGpp, pGpp, and

ppGp accumulate in wild-type Bacillus subtilis cells (18). In addition,

a transient accumulation of ppGpp and pppGpp has been reported in wild-

type cells of Bacillus subtilis upon temperature upshift, and after

addition of rifampicin and lipiarmycin (21). In this investigation we

have examined the biosynthesis of the RNA polymerase subunits after
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induction of the stringent response by both amino acid starvation, and

0-methylthreonine addition in an isogenic pair of relA
+
/relA strain

of Bacillus subtilis. We have observed a discoordinate rate of RNA

polymerase subunit biosynthesis in the relA
+

strain after induction

of the stringent response.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains and Media

_ -
An isogenic pair of relA /relA lys strain of Bacillus subtilis

designated BR16 and BR17 respectively (26) was obtained through

Jonathan Gallant, and was used throughout these studies. Both strains

were grown in a modification of Gallant's Tris-glucose medium (18)

which contained: 100 mM TRIZMA-HC1 pH 7.4, 0.1 mM KH2PO4, 1.2 mM

FeC13, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 1.43 mM Na3C6H507.2H20, 0.2% glucose and 100

pg/ml of proline, glycine, alanine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and

arginine; 40 pg/m1 of cysteine, methionine, tyrosine, tryptophan, and

phenylalanine; and 20 pg/ml of lysine for subsequent lysine deprivation

or 100 pg/mi for the 0-methylthreonine experiments. For preparation of

the
35
S-labelled RNA polymerase a modified

35 S-labelling medium (9)

containing all the amino acids, with the exception of the sulfur con-

taining amino acids (i.e. methionine and cystine), was provided in the

L-form at 40 pg/ml (17). MgSO4 is added to a final concentration of

2 pM for the labelled cell preparation, and 10 pM for the unlabelled

cell preparation. L-glutamine (100 pg/ml) is added as an energy source,
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as well as vitamin Bl (1 pg/ma). All components were combined in

deionized water and filter sterilized.

Radioisotopes

[32P]orthophosphoric
acid (New England Nuclear, NEX-054). Sulfur-

35 (New England Nuclear, NEX-042), 10-1000 mCi/mmol sulfur. L-[4,5-
3
H]

Leucine (Amersham, TRK 510), 125 Ci/mmol. L-[4,5-
3
H(N)] Leucine New

England Nuclear, NET 135H), 40-60 Ci/mmol. [5,6-
3
H]uridine 5'tri-

phosphate (ICN, 24061) 27 Ci/mmol.

32p-labeling and Extraction of Polyphosphorylated Nucleotides

Cells were grown with continuous aeration in Tris-glucose medium

containing lysine to 0.D.
650

= 0.15 (rv1X10
8
cells/nil) and labeled with

approximately 250 pCi/ma of carrier-free [32P] orthophosphate (New

England Nuclear) for at least one generation. At the appropriate

time 500 pl was removed and centrifuged in a Beckman microfuge B

(9,000 x g) for 2 minutes. Cell pellets were resuspended in 100 pl of

either Tris-glucose medium containing lysine for nucleotide quantitation

of the control samples or Tris-glucose medium lacking lysine or con-

taining lysine (100 lig/ma) plus 0-methylthreonine (2 mg/ml) for in-

duction of synthesis, and subsequent (p)ppGpp quantitation. Polyphos-

phorylated nucleotides were subsequently extracted by addition of formic

acid to a final concentration of 0.1 N for 1 hour on ice, and neutralized

with one-quarter volume of 1 M Tris-HC1 pH 7.9 as previously described

(18). Samples were centrifuged for 1 minute in the Beckman microfuge
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B, and supernates removed to sterile microfuge tubes before separation

of the polyphosphorylated nucleotides by thin layer chromatography.

Five microliters per sample was spotted on polyethyleneimine (PEI) im-

pregnated TLC plates and chromatographed in 1.5 M KH2PO4 pH 3.4. Two-

dimensional analysis was performed in 4 M formic acid-1 M lithium chloride

for the first dimension followed by chromatography in 1.5 M KH2PO4

pH 3.4 for the second dimension. TLC plates were dried, and auto-

radiography performed with KODAK No-Screen NS-5T X-ray film. The one

dimensional resolution in 1.5 M KH2PO4 allows excellent resolution of

pppGpp from ppGpp necessary for accurate quantitation of nucleotide

levels. Appropriate regions on the PEI chromatograms containing either

ppGpp or pppGpp were removed along with a corresponding blank region and

counted with a Toluene-based scintillation fluor in a Beckman LSC-8000.

In addition, a standard cpm/sample was established at the same time by

spotting a fixed volume of each sample point directly on PEI and count

rate determined as described above. Nucleotide levels were quantitated

by converting cpm to picomoles/O.D. of the culture.

Quantitation of RNA Polymerase Biosynthesis after Induction of
(p)ppGpp Synthesis

BR16 (relA
+

) and BR17 (relA ) were grown in Tris-glucose medium

containing lysine to OD650 = 0.15 (0.D.650 = 1 approximately 1 x 10
9

cells/ml) at which time 4.0 ml was removed and labeled with 200

iCi /ml [

32
P]orthophosphate as described above. At 0.D.650 = 0.30

the unlabelled culture was centrifuged (4,000 x g) for 3 minutes at

room temperature, and resuspended to one-fifth the original volume in
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Tris-glucose medium lacking lysine or containing lysine (_100 jig /ml)

+ 0-methylthreonine and designated zero time. The accumulation of

(p)ppGpp and RNA polymerase biosynthesis was simultaneously monitored

by pulse-labeling cultures with 5-10 pCi/m1 of 3H-leucine after induction

of the stringent response or addition of 0-methylthreonine as described

above. Sample points were pulse-labelled for 3 minutes and chased for

2 minutes with 100 pg/ml cold leucine. Reactions were terminated

following the addition of ice and NaN3 to 1 mM. To 250 pl ice-cold

10% TCA was added an equal volume of sample, and precipitated for 2-3

hours on ice in order to determine total protein incorporated.

Crude Lysate Preparation

Cell pellets were resuspended in 3.5 ml of Freese's buffer B

(i.e. 0.1 M Trizma-HC1 pH 7.9, 10 mM MgC12, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM PMSF, 0.3

mM DTT, 0.2 M KC1, and 10% glycerol), lysed by sonication in a

Bronwill Biosonik IV Sonifer cell disruption for 1 minute in 10 second

intervals. Lysates were centrifuged at 100,000 x g in an SW 50.1 rotor

at 2°C for 1 hour. The resulting high speed supernates were concentrated

to 125 pl in a negative pressure protein dialysis concentrator (Bio-

Molecular Dynamics: Beaverton, Oregon) before antibody precipitation.

SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

Antibody to highly purified RNA polymerase 6, 6' and a subunits was

provided by S. Halling, K. Burtis, and R. Doi and was used as previously

described (14) for the precipitation of RNA polymerase from concentrated
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crude cell lysates. Precipitated subunits of RNA polymerase were

fractionated along with highly purified
35
S-labelled RNA polymerase,

which serves as the internal standard on SDS-polyacrylamide gels.

Regions of the gel containing RNA polymerase subunits were excised,

depolymerized, and counted in a Beckman LSC 8000 equipped for dual

isotope counting.

Results

Biosynthesis of RNA Polymerase During the Stringent Response

In order to determine if RNA polymerase biosynthesis in Bacillus

subtilis is subject to stringent control we have simultaneously

monitored: (1) the production of (p)ppGpp; and (2) the synthesis and

assembly of the 13V, a, and a-subunits into the holoenzyme (i.e.

af3S'a) after induction of the stringent response. An isogenic relA+

(BR16)/re1A (BR17) strain of Bacillus subtilis was grown in a modifi-

cation of Gallant's Tris-glucose medium to an OD
650

= 0.15 at which time

the culture was divided and 200 pCi/m1
32
P-orthophosphate was added, and

the nucleotide pools allowed to equilibrate for 1 generation as described

above. At an OD
650

= 0.30, the unlabeled culture was concentrated

5-fold, and resuspended in the same medium lacking lysine. Samples were

pulse-labeled with 10 pCi/m1 L-[4,5-3H(N)]-leucine, and chased for

2 minutes with 100 pg /mi cold leucine. Monitoring of (p)ppGpp

accumulation, and RNA polymerase subunit biosynthesis, was synchronized

following the transfer of the unlabelled and
32
P-equilibrated cultures
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to lysine deficient medium as described under Materials and

Methods.

Induction of the stringent response resulted in the rapid ac-

cumulation of (p)ppGpp in the rel A
+

, but not the rel A strain within

3 to 5 minutes after shift to the lysine deficient medium (Table I).

Synthesis of total protein is immediately affected in the relA
+

strain (fig. 1) while a more gradual decline in the rate of total

protein synthesis was observed in the relA strain (fig. 2). How-

ever, by 20 minutes after shift to lysine deficient medium both

relA
+

and relA strains have reduced their rate of total protein

synthesis to approximately 15% its pre-shift level. Discoordinancy

in the rate of RNA polymerase subunit synthesis was, however, observed

in the relA
+

strain immediately after induction of the stringent

response. An immediate depression in the rate of synthesis of the

6V-subunits was observed while synthesis of the a-subunit was

specifically stimulated 1.5 fold during the peak of (p)ppGpp accumulation.

The synthetic rate of a, as judged by its assembly into holoenzyme

in all experiments, was stimulated 2.5 fold during this same period

of time (fig. 1). Lysine deprivation of the relA strain results in a

somewhat different pattern of RNA polymerase synthesis. Synthesis

of the $s- and a-subunits continue unabated until the level of total

protein synthesis falls to approximately 50% its pre-shift rate, at which

time the biosynthesis of these subunits drop precipitously, while an

immediate reduction in the rate of assembly (or synthesis) of a into

holoenzyme after lysine starvation was observed (fig. 2).



Table I. Nucleotide levels during the stringent responsea

Time (min.) BR16 (relit')

PPGpP PPPGPP

picomoles/O.D.

BR17 (re1A)

PPGPP PPPGPP

0 15 <5 7 <5

3 77 36 <5 <5

5 93 57 <5 <5

7 20 15 <5 <5

10 10 6 , <5 <5

14 13 10 <5 <5

20 17 8 <5 <5

a
Induction of the stringent response was accomplished by lysine starvation
as described in Materials and Methods.
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Fig. 1. Effect of stringent response induction on RNA polymerase

biosynthes$s in Bacillus subtilis strain BR16. Bacillus subtilis strain

BR16 (relA ) was grown in a modified Tris-glucose medium to an OD45(1 =

0.15 at which time 200 pCi/m1 32P-orthophosphate was added to one-taIf

the culture, and the nucleotide pools allowed to equilibrate for 1

generation. At an OD
650

= 0.30 the cultures were centrifuged, and

simultaneously resuspended in lysine deficient Tris-glucose medium. RNA

polymerase subunit biosynthesis was followed by pulse-labeling with 10

pCi/m1 L- [4,5-3H(N)]- leucine (specific activity : 40-60 Ci/mmol) while

simultaneously monitoring the accumulation of (p)ppGpp as described

under Materials and Methods. RNA polymerase subunit biosynthesis was

calculated as a ratio of the post-shift (A) to the pre-shift (A0) rate

of synthesis, and expressed as the ratio of the differential rate

(A/Ar,). Symbols: (1)0, SS'- subunit; (2) 0 , a = subunit; and (3) A ,

a-subunit.
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Fig. 2. Effect of lysine starvation on RNA polymerase biosynthesis
in Bacillus subtilis strain BR17. Bacillus subtilis strain BR17 (rel

A-) was grown in modified Tris-glucose medium and monitored for RNA
polymerase subunit synthesis, and accumulation of (p)ppGpp as described
in fig. 1. Ratio of the differential rate of subunit synthesis (A/Ao)
was as defined in the legend to fig. 1.
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The discoordinate change in the rate of subunit synthesis observed

in the relA
+

strain thus is coincident with the transient accumulation

of the polyphosphorylated nucleotides, ppGpp and pppGpp. Hence, induction

of the stringent response, as judged by the accumulation of (p)ppGpp,

in Bacillus subtilis has an effect on RNA polymerase biosynthesis opposite

to that observed in E. coli (16).

0-methylthreonine Induced Synthesis of Polyphosphorylated Nucleotides

The proposed isoleucyl tRNA synthetase inhibitor, 0-methylthreonine

(18) has also been used to stimulate production of the highly

phosphorylated nucleotides by simulating an amino acid deficient state.

The addition of 0-methylthreonine (2 mg/m1) to the relA
+

strain was

found to stimulate the accumulation of ppGpp and pppGpp by 4 minutes,

while no such stimulation was observed in the relA strain (Table II).

Biosynthesis (and assembly) of the RNA polymerase subunits in both the

relA
+

and relA strain were found to closely resemble one another :

after addition of 0-methylthreonine to exponentially growing culutures,

synthesis of the Sr-subunits were immediately depressed in both relA
+

and relA strains to approximately 5% and 20% respectively, and found

to continue thereafter at a nearby constant rate for the duration of

the experiment (fig. 3). A slight deviation in the pattern of a-

subunit synthesis was noted between the relA
+

and relA strain.

However, synthesis of the a-subunit continues at a relatively high level

in both strains (figures 3 and 4). The a-subunit, on the other hand,

also continues at a nearly constant rate of synthesis (and/or assembly

into holoenzyme) after an initial depression noted upon 0-methylthreonine
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addition. However, a-subunit activity appears to be more sensitive to

the effects of 0-methylthreonine in both relA
+

and relA strains.

Thus, induction of the stringent response by amino acid deprivation, and

0-methylthreonine induced synthesis of the polyphosphorylated nucleotide,

do not effect RNA polymerase biosynthesis in the same fashion as would

have been predicted.



Table II. Nucleotide levels after addition of 0-methylthreoninea

Time (min.)

picomoles/O.D.

BR16 (re1A+)

PPCPP PPPCPP

BR17 (re1A)

PPCPP PPPCPP

0 5 <5 11 <5

2 21 28 18 <5

4 76 56 16 <5

7 23 26 8 <5

10 7 9 10 <5

14 10 6 <5 <5

20 9 6 <5 <5

aPolyphosphorylated nucleotide synthesis was induced by addition of 0-
methylthreonine to exponentially growing cultures as described in
Materials and Methods.
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Fig. 3. Effect of 0-methylthreonine on RNA polymerase biosynthesis in
Bacillus subtilis strain BR16. Bacillus subtilis strain BR16 (re1A+)
was pre-labeled with 200 pci/m1 of 32P-orthophosphate in modified Tris-
glucose medium for 1 generation as described in the legend to figure 1.
At OD

650
= 0.30, both labeled and unlabeled cultures were centrifuged

and resuspended in fresh modified Tris-glucose medium containing 0-
methylthreonine (2 mg/m1). RNA polymerase subunit biosynthesis was
followed by pulse- labeling with 5 pCi/m1 L-[4,5-3H]leucine (specific
activity : 125 Ci/mmol) while monitoring (p)ppGpp as described in the
Legend to figure 1.
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Fig. 4. Effect of 0-methylthreonine on RNA polymerise biosynthesis

in Bacillus subtilis strain BR17. Bacillus subtilis strain BR17 (rel

A-) was grown in a modified Tris-glucose medium and labelled with 5

pCi/m1 L-[4,5-3H] leucine before and after addition of 0-methylthreonine

(2 mg/ml). The ratio of the differential rate (A/A0) was determined as
described in the legend to figure 1.
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Discussion

The control of RNA polymerase subunit biosynthesis in Bacillus

subtilis, although is subject to stringent control, responds in a

manner unlike that previously observed in E. coli (15). Upon induction

of the stringent control mechanism in the relA
+

strain, a discoordinate

rate of synthesis was demonstrated for the BB' and a-subunits : while

synthesis of the W-subunits was found to be specifically inhibited, an

immediate 1.5-fold stimulation in the rate of a-subunit synthesis was

observed following induction of the stringent response by amino acid

limitation. The rate of synthesis (and/or assembly into holoenzyme) of

the a-subunit was similarly stimulated 2.5-fold immediately following

lysine starvation of the relA
+

strain. The observed peak stimulation

in the differential rate of synthesis (and/or assembly) of the 1J and a-

subunits was found to coincide with the peak accumulation of the highly

phosphorylated nucleotides, (p)ppGpp during the stringent response. In-

dependent observations have similarly demonstrated a correlation in

the accumulation of polyphosphorylated guanosine, but not adenosine

nucleotides (18) and an immediate inhibition of aE--subunit synthesis

during early stages of sporulation (14).

0-methylthreonine, although has been postulated to induce the

"stringent response" (18) in relA
+

strains of Bacillus subtilis was

found not to have the same effect as lysine deprivation on the bio-
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synthesis of RNA polymerase. 0-methylthreonine was found to depress

the differential rate of total protein synthesis in both relA
+

and relA

strains. However, 0-methylthreonine addition was found to elicit a

more severe depression of total protein synthesis, relative to the

effects of lysine deprivation, in relA
+
/relA strains. Synthesis of

the 6V-subunits in relA
+

or relA strains was immediately reduced to a

steady-state rate of synthesis of approximately 5% and 20% respectively.

The initial rate of depression observed in synthesis of the a-subunit,

after addition of 0-methylthreonine, at present cannot be justified.

With the exception of the initial depression discussed above, RNA poly-

merase biosynthesis in both relA
+

and rel A strains respond in nearly

the same fashion after 0-methylthreonine addition. Thus, the lack of

any stimulatory rate of synthesis and assembly of the a and a-subunit,

in spite of the accumulation of the polyphosphorylated nucleotides, after

0-methylthreonine addition may be the result of a generalized inhibitory

effect on protein synthesis which may antagonize the effects of the

normal stringent response.

In contrast to the effects observed in Bacillus subtilis, relA
+

cells of E. coli have been found to respond in a different manner after

induction of the stringent response. These differences include: (1)

the specific inhibition of transcription of the rpoA gene, encoding the

a-subunit of RNA polymerase; and (2) the unabated transcription from

rpoBC coding for the 6 and V.-subunits (16). The coincident inhibition

of r-proteins Sli, S4, and L17 located adjacent to the rpoA gene, and

the r-proteins L10, L7/L12 located adjacent to rpoBC is consistent with
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the view that rpoA (a) is cotranscribed along with rpsK (S11), rpoD

(S4), and transcription of rpIJL (L10, L7/L12) and rpoBC (SS') originate

from separate promoters which respond to different signals (1). Based

on the accelerated rates of synthesis (and assembly) of the a and a-sub-

units observed in these studies we speculate that either the promoters

for rpoA and the putative rpoD gene are under separate promoter control

and/or transcription from these promoters may be specifically stimulated

after induction of the stringent response. Inhibition in the rate of

synthesis of the SS--subunits, after induction of the stringent response,

could result if the rpoBC genes lie within a r-protein gene transcription

unit which itself is inhibited by the effects of the stringent response.

Alternatively, a separate promoter from rpoBC which is sensitive to

stringent response induction could also be postulated.

Thus, in Bacillus subtilis although the organization of genes

surrounding the rpoBC and rpoA transcription units may be similar to

that of E. coli, the location(s) of their promoters and/or their

response to factors involved during the stringent response may thus

influence promoter specific RNA polymerase gene transcription by

directly or indirectly interacting with RNA polymerase.
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IV. Biosynthesis of RNA Polymerase

During Carbon Source Shift Up and Down

Abstract

79

The ratio of the differential rate of RNA polymerase subunit bio-

synthesis has been determined during nutritional shift up and down

experiments of Bacillus subtilis. The differential rate of synthesis of

RNA polymerase holoenzyme (i.e. a, 8, 8', a) was determined by im-

munoprecipitation of samples pulse-labeled with L- j4,5-3H]-leucine.

RNA polymerase subunits were fractionated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels

in the presence of
35
S-labeled RNA polymerase. We find upon shift up

of acetate grown cultures to glycerol an immediate stimulation in the

rate of 88'-subunit synthesis. Synthesis (and/or assembly) of the a-

subunit was similarly stimulated after a brief period of delay. The

rate of a-subunit synthesis, exhibited a slight reduction in synthesis

after shift up. A coordinate reduction in the components of the core

enzyme (i.e. a, 8, a-) was observed immediately after shift of glycerol

grown cultures to acetate. We have estimated the number of molecules of

88'-subunits/cell, and have found there exist approximately 5,000

molecules/cell during the growth rates examined (i.e. p = 0.44 to

= 0.86).
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Introduction

The DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (nucleoside triphosphate : RNA

nucleotidyl transferase E.C. 2.7.7.6) in Bacillus subtilis, as in

Escherichia coli, is a multi-subunit enzyme which participates in the

transcription of all species of RNA including messenger, ribosomal, and

transfer RNA (6). The holoenzyme, which is composed of the a, 8,

$", and a subunits is essential for the rapid and correct binary complex

formation of RNA polymerase at specific promoter sites (3). The core

enzyme-RNA polymerase lacking the a-subunit-possesses all the enzymatic

activity associated with RNA polymerase holoenzyme however cannot

locate promoters on natural DNA templates (5). Binding of the

a-subunit to the core enzyme, however, reduces the general binding of

RNA polymerase to DNA by 10
4
-fold (17,7) and stimulates initiation

at specific promoter sites (2,9,23), as well as reduce the amount of

nonspecific initiation at single-strained breaks (8).

The change in the rate of synthesis of the RNA polymerase subunits,

and thus content of functional enzyme, within the cell after changes

in growth conditions may influence the control of transcription.

In E. coli, synthesis of the core subunits (i.e. a, 13, 0') has been

found to be coordinately produced during steady-state growth within

p = 0.22 to 1.87 generations/hour, while synthesis of the core subunits

during the growth rates was found to be as stable as the bulk of

proteins (12). Moreover, the biosynthetic rate of core subunits

in E. coli is balanced with the growth rate. The a-subunit, on the other

hand, has been found not to respond to changes in the growth rate
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(12). During nutritional shift up experiments imposed by addition

of glucose and amino acids to succinate grown cultures of E. coli B/r,

a rapid rise in the differential rates of synthesis of the a, 13 and s'-

subunits have been observed. In contrast, a shift down of E. coli

B/r from glucose amino acids medium to a glucose medium lacking amino

acids results in an immediate reduction in the differential rate of core

polymerase synthesis to a rate characteristic of the new growth rate

while synthesis of the a-subunit, although exhibited little change during

the shift up, was markedly reduced during shift down (11). Moreover,

the rate of ribosomal protein (r-protein) synthesis has been found to

exhibit similar control upon nutritional shift up and down (11)

thus suggesting coordinate expression of r-protein genes and genes

specifying the RNA polymerase core subunits. More recently specialized

transducing phages carrying genes for the 6 and V.-subunits as well as

the neighboring ribosomal proteins (i.e. rp1K, rplA, rp1J, and

rp1L) have demonstrated coordinate transcription of the 6-subunit gene

with the r-protein genes rplJL (18,25,26). These findings further

relate RNA polymerase synthesis with the synthesis of r-proteins.

Coordinate expression of these genes may thus be important factors in

determining the rate of growth in E. coli.

Recently, the differential rate of synthesis of the RNA polymerase

subunits, during transition to stationary phase of growth in E. coli,

has been found to be reduced: Synthesis of the a-subunit and r-proteins,

subsequently followed by the reduced rate of 66'-subunit synthesis have

been observed. Synthesis of the a-subunit, on the other hand, has been

found to remain constant throughout this period (13). These changes
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result in nearly stoichiometric amounts of synthesis of all four sub-

units. Simultaneous measurements of RNA and RNA polymerase synthesis

have revealed that associated with a 3-fold increase in growth rate is

1.5-fold increase in the synthesis of RNA polymerase (S'- subunits)-

relative to protein-while the fractional synthesis of r-proteins in-

creased 2.2 fold (21). These results are consistent with the previous

finding that the fraction of total protein synthesis that is RNA

polymerase core enzyme (i.e. a ) increases with growth rate, but less

than the fraction of total protein synthesis that is ribosomal protein

(a
r
). That is a

p
/a

r
decrease with growth rate (16). The decrease in

the amounts of RNA polymerase/ribosome, as judged by the ratio of a
p
/a

r
,

with increased growth rates has been interpreted as an expression of the

control of transcriptional read-through from the ribosomal protein genes

rplJL. through the adjacent RNA polymerase genes (SS') rpoBC (21).

Thus lending further support to the proposed attenuator and the concept

of autogenous regulation (19) which is thought to exist between the

ribosomal protein gene rpl L (L7/L12) and the RNA polymerase gene

rpoB (S-subunit) .

In Bacillus subtilis, however, very little information exist

regarding the synthesis and assembly of the RNA polymerase subunits

(14). Thus in an attempt to further understand the control of

RNA polymerase biosynthesis in bacteria we have examined the biosynthesis

of RNA polymerase after carbon source shift up and down experiments in

Bacillus subtilis in which the differential rates of synthesis of the

individual subunits were determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
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of precipitates formed with RNA polymerase specific antibody. Upon

nutritional shift up of acetate grown cultures to a glycerol containing

medium a rapid increase in the differential rate of synthesis of the SS,-

subunits was observed. Synthesis (and/or assembly into holoenzyme) of

the a-subunit was found to undergo little change during carbon source

shift up. Based on the differential rates of synthesis we have calcu-

lated there to be approximately 4500 '1, 5500 molecules of fir-subunits/

cell after nutritional shift up and down respectively. Nutritional

shift down of glycerol grown cultures to medium containing acetate as

a carbon source results in a coordinate reduction in synthesis of the

components of the core enzyme, while a mild reduction in o- subunit

synthesis was demonstrated.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains and Media

The prototrophic strain of Bacillus subtilis Marburg designated

OSB 158 were used throughout these studies. The media used in these

experiments was 1 x M which contains per liter : 2.0 g (NH4)2SO4, 18.0

g K2HPO4.2H20, 0.2 g MgSO4.7H20 plus 5 pg /mi of the following L-amino

acids: his, phe, val, arg, lys, pro, met, cys, ser, thr, isl, ala, and

gly and designated 1 x M-amino acids. Glycerol (0.4%) or acetate (0.4%)

was included in 1 x M medium as the carbon source for shift up or down

experiments respectively.
35
S-labeling medium used for preparation of

35
S-RNA polymerase was modified after Iwakura, Ito, and Ishihama as

previously described (14).
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Growth Conditions and Labelling

Cultures of OSB 158 were grown at 37°C under continuous aeration

in 1 x M-amino acids containing either glycerol (for shift down experi-

ments) or acetate (for shift up experiments) to mid exponential period

of growth. At the appropriate times the culture was split, and centri-

fuged (3,000 x g) at room temperature for 3 minutes. Each half of the

culture was resuspended at one-fifth the original volume in either fresh

pre-shift medium for steady-state analysis or fresh 1 x M-amino acids

containing either glycerol (0.4%) for shift up or acetate (0.4%) for

shift down experiments, and immediately aliquoted into 5 ml sample points.

Samples were pulse-labeled for 5 minutes with 5 pCi/m1 L-[-4,5-
3
H]-

leucine (specific activity : 125 Ci /mmol), and chased with 100 pg/nal

cold leucine for completion of nascent polypeptide chains. The reaction

was terminated by addition of NaN3 (1 mM) and ice. To 250 pl ice-cold

10% TCA was added an equal volume of sample, and precipitated for 2-3

hours on ice in order to determine the differential rate of total

protein synthesis. Cells were collected by centrifugation (13,000 x g)

at 4°C, and stored at -80°C until crude lysates were prepared.

Quantitation of Differential Rate of Subunit Biosynthesis

Cell pellets were sonicated, and crude lysates prepared by

centrifugation (100,000 x g) and concentrated to a fixed volume of

125 pl in a negative pressure protein dialysis concentrator before

RNA polymerase subunits were precipitated with specific antisera as

previously described ( 14 ). Antisera to highly purified RNA
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polymerase 13, a- and a-subunits was provided by S. Halling, K. Burtis,

and R. Doi and used with goat-anti-rabbit IgG immunobeads for pre-

cipitation of subunits. Subunits were fractionated on SDS-polyacry-

lamide gels in the presence of
35

S-labeled RNA polymerase, extracted

from gels, and counted in an LSC 8000 (Beckman) liquid scintillation

counter equipped for dual isotopic counting as previously described

(14). The differential rate of subunit biosynthesis was calculated

as the ratio of the post-shift rate of synthesis (A) to the pre-shift

synthetic rate (A0), and expressed as the ratio of A/A0.

Protein Determination

Protein determinations were performed on the concentrated crude

lysates according to the coomassie G250 standard assay of Sedmak

(20).
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Results

Effect of Carbon Source Shift Up on RNA Polynerase Biosynthesis

The biosynthesis of RNA polymerase in Bacillus subtilis strain

OSB 158 was examined after a carbon source shift up. Bacillus subtilis

was grown in 1 x M-amino acids medium containing 0.4% acetate (p = 0.44

generations/hr) to mid exponential phase at which time the culture was

centrifuged (3,000 x g), and resuspended in either the same medium or

1 x M-amino acids medium containing 0.4% glycerol (p = 0.86 generations/

hr). The culture was pulse-labeled with 5 pCi/n1
3
H-leucine, and chased

with 100 pg/n1 cold leucine. Immunoprecipitation of RNA polymerase,

and subunit fractionation on SDS-polyacrylamide gels was performed as

previously described ( 14 ). Immediately after carbon source shift up

the differential rate of synthesis of the 88'-subunits was stimulated

nearly 2.5-fold before re-adjusting to a post-shift differential

rate of approximately 2.0 by 50 minutes after shift. Synthesis of

the a-subunit exhibited a slight decrease from its pre-shift differential

rate of synthesis upon carbon source upshift. Assembly (and/or synthesis)

of the a-subunit, on the other hand, although initially unchanged was

stimulated approximately 2.7 fold by 50 minutes after the imposed shift

up (Fig. 1). Thus, as a result of an imposed nutritional shift up in

Bacillus subtilis, a response in RNA polymerase subunit biosynthesis

very similar to that previously observed in E. coli was demonstrated :

A rapid stimulation in the differential rate of synthesis of the

components of the core enzyme with a concomittant reduction in a-
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subunits synthesis in E. coli was observed (. 11 ). The delayed

stimulation of a-subunit synthesis (or assembly) observed in Bacillus

subtilis is most likely a result of the unassembled pool of the a-sub-

unit which has previously been demonstrated ( 14 ).

We have calculated the percent of total protein which is associated

with each subunit, and have found that: (1) the percent of total protein

which is 08'-subunit increases from 0.38% to 0.79% by 40 minutes after

shift into rich medium; (2) synthesis (as judged by assembly into holo-

enzyme) of the a-subunit remains at an approximate level of 0.034%

of the total protein for the first thirty minutes after shift and there-

after increases to 0.07% of the total protein; and (3) the level of c-

subunit was reduced from 0.036% to 0.030% of the total protein by 40

minutes after shift up (Table I). Based on the levels of RNA poly-

merase we calculate there to be an average of approximately 4,500

molecules of 8.8'/cell during the shift up. Since current estimates

of the number of active RNA polymerase molecules in E. coli range from

3,000 to 6,000, depending on growth conditions ( 10 ) we feel our

estimate is well within a reasonable range.

Effect of Carbon Source Shift Down on RNA Polymerase Biosynthesis

Shift down of glycerol grown OSB 158 cultures to acetate was

accomplished by centrifuging (3,000 x g) the glycerol cultures at mid

exponential phase, washing in 1 x M-amino acids lacking any carbon

source, and finally resuspending to one-fifth the original volume in

1 x M-amino acids containing acetate (0.4 %). The culture was aliquoted



*
Table I. Level of RNA polymerase subunits after shift up .

Time (min) sr. a a

0 0.38 0.033 0.036
10 0.55 0.035
20 0.59 0.032 0.030
30 0.79 0.034 0.022
40 0.79 0.060 0.030
50 0.66 0.070 0.020

*
Levels of RNA polymerase were calculated after correct3,2n for
3H-cpm recovery from SDS-polyacrylamide gels based on "S-
labelled RNA polymerase used as the internal recovery standard.
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Fig. 1. Differential rate of RNA polymerase biosynthesis during carbon

source shift up. Cultures of OSB 158 were grown in 1 x M-amino acids

containing acetate (0.4%) to 0.D.450 = 0.07, concentrated by centrifuga-

tion (3,000 x g) and resuspended to one-fifth the original volume in

1 x M-amino acids containing glycerol (0.4%). The concentrated

culture was alicirted into 5 ml sample points and pulse-labeled with

5 pCi/m1 L-[4,5- H)-leucine for 5 minutes. Samples were sonicated,

and antibody precipitated with 10 ul:anti-$, anti $', and anti-a anti-

sera. Subunits were fractionated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and the

ratio of the differential rate (A/Ao
) determined as described under

Materials and Methods.
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into 5 ml sample points, and pulse-labeled as before with 5 pCi/m1

3
H-leucine. An immediate reduction in the differential rate (A/A

o
) of

total protein synthesis accompanied by a rather gradual decline in the

differential rate of the BB' and a-subunit was observed (fig. 2).

The rate of synthesis of the a-subunit was found to respond in a some-

what non-coordinate fashion relative to the other subunits. In contrast

to the effects of nutritional shift down in E. coli where a period of

recovery back to the pre-shift differential rate followed the initial

decline in the differential rate (11), no such recovery was observed

in B. subtilis. Due to the immediate depression in the rate of total

protein synthesis after shift down, the calculated percent total

protein which is Br-subunit was found to increase steadily from 0.104%

to 0.630%. A similar, although less dramatic increase was also observed

for the a and o- subunits (Table II)., The calculated number of molecules

of BB'-subunits/cell,was found to range from 4,650 molecules/cell

during the pre-shift period to a peak of approximately 6,500 molecules/

cell at 10 minutes after shift. Thereafter, the level stabilized to

approximately 5500 molecules/cell.



Table II. Level of RNA polymerase subunits after shift down*.

Time (min) 00' a

0 0.104 0.053 0.071
10 0.071 0.045 0.065
20 0.480 0.291 0.587
30 0.307 0.276 0.663
40 0.553 0.376 0.488
50 0.527 0.382 0.331
60 0.630 0.426 0.470

*
Levels of RNA polymerase were calculated as described in the
legend to Table I.
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Fig. 2. Differential rate of RNA polymerase biosynthesis during

carbon source down shift. Cultures of OSB 158 were grown in 1 x M-

amino acids containing glycerol to 0.D.50 = 0.265, washed with 1 x M-

amino acids (lacking carbon source), and resuspended to one-fifth

original in 1 x M-amino acids containing icetate (0.4%). Samples

were pulse - labeled with 5 .iCi /ml L-[4,5- H]- leucine and processed

for analysis of differential rate (A/A0) as described in the legend

to fig. 1.
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Discussion

The DNA-dependent RNA polymerase is the major regulatory enzyme

in bacterial cells which is responsible for transcription of most species

of RNA. The rate of synthesis, and thus concentration of RNA polymerase,

is believed to regulate gene expression primarily at the transcriptional

level through negative and positive control factors which affect either

the DNA template or RNA polymerase through the action of various ac-

cessory factors ( 6 ). However, little is known concerning factors

which regulate the biosynthetic levels of RNA polymerase, and thus the

RNA synthesizing capability, in cells of Bacillus subtilis. Therefore,

in an attempt to define conditions which contribute to changes in the

biosynthetic rate of RNA polymerase we have; (1) examined the differential

rates of synthesis of the RNA polymerase subunits upon carbon source

shift up and down; (2) calculated the percent total protein which is

RNA polymerase; and (3) estimated the number of molecules of the SV-

subunits/cell. However, since the genome equivalent of DNA/cell was not

determined we have not estimated the number of RNA polymerase molecules/

genone equivalent of DNA. In these studies, the biosynthetic rates of

synthesis (and assembly), and thus amount, of the $a-, o, and a-sub-

units were determined by fractionation of immunoprecipitated subunits

on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Calculations concerning biosynthetic

rates of the fractionated subunits were based on recovery of the
35

5-

labelled RNA polymerase standard.

Upon shift of acetate grown cultures to medium containing gly-

cerol as the carbon source (i.e. shift up) we observe an almost im-
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mediate increase in the differential rate of synthesis of the SS' -sub-

units : The differential rate of synthesis (i.e. A/Ao) increased from

1.0 during pre-shift growth to a maximum of 2.5 before leveling off to

the post-shift differential rate of 2.0. Since Bacillus subtilis has

previously been shown to contain an unassembled pool of the a-subunit

(14) the immediate increase in the differential rate of synthesis

of the RS'- subunits, noted after shift up, may directly reflect an in-

crease in the number of functional RNA polymerase molecules if synthesis

of the a and a,-subunits limits the amount of RNA polymerase. The

differential rate of synthesis of a-subunit, as judged by its as-

sembly into holoenzyme, results in an expected delay before the dif-

ferential biosynthetic rate of synthesis of the a-subunit increases to

a level approximating the post-shift rate of the SS'- subunits. The

delayed increased rate of a-subunit synthesis (or assembly) most likely

corresponds to the pool size of the unassembled a. Thus, the bio-

synthetic rate of a-subunit synthesis is not stimulated during carbon

source shift up until the unassembled a-pool reaches critical levels.

Consequently, the cell must constantly monitor the level of available

free a by perhaps mechanism(s) involving autogenous regulation via

derepression of its own synthesis. The c- subunit, on the other hand,

was found not to respond to shift up conditions in the same manner as the

components of the core enzyme : after shift from acetate to glycerol a

somewhat reduced, but nearly constant rate of synthesis was demonstrated

(fig. 1). Thus, synthesis of the c- subunit appears to be under control

which is different for that of the core enzyme. Since a is thought to be
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recycled during transcription (24) the limited amount of c- subunit

present after shift up may not result in limitation of active RNA

polymerase. An average of 4,500 molecules of SS'- subunit /cell was found

after shift up which is within the range of 3,000 - 6,000 molecules of

RNA polymerase/cell calculated for E. coli (10). Hence, imposed

nutritional shift up affects the differential rate of RNA polymerase

biosynthesis in Bacillus subtilis and E. coli to nearly the same extent.

Carbon source down shift experiments were found to result in the

coordinate reduction in the differential rates of synthesis of the com-

ponents of the core enzyme, while some non-coordinancy in the rate of

a-subunit synthesis was demonstrated (fig. 2). In contrast to E. coli,

the differential rates of synthesis of the core components, as well as

c in Bacillus subtilis were found not to return to their pre-shift

levels within the time period examined. This however may reflect

the physiological condition of the cells rather than any unique regula-

tion of RNA polymerase during carbon source limitation since synthesis

of total proteins is immediately reduced to 0.5% its pre-shift rate.

In conclusion, it appears as though both the differential rates of

synthesis, as well as the intracellular concentration of the core

enzyme components are coordinately regulated during conditions of both

nutritional shift up and down. Under the growth rates examined (i.e.

p = 0.44 + p = 0.86) we estimated there to be approximately 5,000

molecules of SS'- subunit /cell, which is consistent with current

estimates found in E. coli. Moreover, the pattern of subunit

biosynthesis was found to resemble the differential subunit pattern

observed in E. coli under similar conditions. The non-coordinancy
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observed during shift up in the c- subunit (relative to the core)

synthesis is consistent with our previous observations ( 14 )

which suggest a to be synthesized under genetic control different from

that of the core enzyme.
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